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In the early 1980s Michael Struebel was planning on a life as a
landscape gardener. That all changed the day his elder brother
Klaus abandoned his broken down car, tossed the vehicle keys to
Michael accompanied by the challenge ‘if you can repair it, you
can keep it’. Michael duly rose to the challenge and won the car.
Thirty-two years on and Michael still rises to every mechanical
challenge the Saab world presents; often to the despair of his
valiant team of four Master Saab Technicians (not musketeers) who
between them have clocked-up over 150 years of Saab knowledge
and experience.
Michael’s mechanical defeats can be counted on one hand.
Of German origin, Michael has always been highly influenced
and inspired by his father, Heinz, an engineer, whose international
career involved creating, designing and manufacturing
components. His exceptional eye for detail combined with
outstanding standards and skills reflected the high standards
associated with German Engineering.
Michael follows his father’s example, seeking to always exceed
customer expectations and maintain Two Stroke to Turbo’s
unrivalled reputation for quality, reliability and value.
Throughout his career, Michael has trained and advised
numerous Saab engineers. Some now run similar businesses in the
UK and Europe and continue to call him to obtain advice on how
to solve a problematic Saab issue.
For Michael possesses the incredible ability commonly
associated with that of a surgeon; visualising and understanding
the task mechanics involved before performing the actual
operation. In his mind’s eye he can decipher and dismantle an
engine and its components from any Saab model.
Michael has featured, as a Saab expert, on numerous occasions
on TV, (‘For the Love of Cars’, ‘Top Gear’), in multiple magazines

and reputable newspapers. (It was his dad’s Saab 900 Convertible
that was put into the freezer and subsequently raced around
Millbrook test ground).
Two Stroke to Turbo Ltd are also specialist suppliers of Saab
parts in Britain and abroad. Due to a departmental restructure, all
components (tried and tested to the highest standards) are
currently on offer for sale at a discounted price – a bargain too
good to miss.
Visit the company’s exclusive eBay store (listed with outstanding
feedback from previous satisfied customers) or give them a call to
receive expert technical advice and latest stock availability.
The well-stocked in-house parts department also ensures that
components are readily available for the service workshop,
dramatically speeding up repair times to get your Saab back on the
road quickly and guaranteeing economical and viable repairs.
In 2014 Michael, together with his life-partner Alison, (an
accomplished landscape gardener and designer, known to utilise
abandoned cars in her garden design and planting schemes)
moved to new, improved modern premises where Michael and his
experienced team maintain their ethos of high quality work,
providing exceptional customer service and satisfaction whilst
delivering Saab automotive excellence at fiercely competitive,
independent prices.
Two Stroke to Turbo cover all aspects of Saab care from routine
servicing and mechanical work to perfectly finished car body
repairs and restorations. Courtesy vehicles, or alternatively a
delivery/collection service, are provided as required, minimising
customer inconvenience whilst cars are in their care.
Contact them today to discuss your Saab project, however big
or small, and enter the world of satisfied and loyal customers
where Saab expertise meets standards that excel.
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